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زبان های اروپائی

Onoriu Valentin Timofti

The terrorists attacks on Sept.11.2001 in the U.S

9/18/2016
The terrorists attacks on Sept.11.2001 in the U.S., have had a military character and are
involved Services of Information of United States, Israel, Romania, France and are related
to the terrorist attack in Paris, Nov. 13, 2015, in San Bernardino, U.S. Dec.2, 2015, in
Brussels 22.03.2016 and are related to the terrorist attack against Metrojet of Russian
Federation, Oct. 31.2015, while were developed judicial procedures of files 3298/1/2015,
3991/1/2015, 3216/2/2015 and 9/81/2016 at High Court of Justice Romania, Appeal Court
Bucharest, Military Appeal Court Bucharest, the last being now in revision phase, judicial
file 3342/1/2016 at High Court of Justice Romania. The human disaster of 27.12.2004
tsunami that hit Asia Indonesia was result of a nuclear attack from Georgia Pentagon’s
U.S. submarine, also was a similar nuclear attack against Japan on 11.03.2011. The reason
of these terrorist military acts is the defend of occult, total power and dictate in the world
of C.I.A. and M.O.S.S.A.D. based on historical mystification of the Church: Jesus was
Messiah. The vengeance, caused by my help for justice, by sexual assault of demented and
psychopaths military of Service Romanian of Information -S.R.I., against my daughter, of
12 years old.

It is very sustained the question why C.I.A. accepted to organize with MOSSAD the
terrorist attacks on 11.09. 2001 in U.S., against their citizens. Why it is C.I.A. and all
services of information of all ,so called,rule of law, states subordinated to MOSSAD of
Israel?The answer is: the MOSSAD detains the judicial proof that Jesus was not
Messiah.The acts of brute force prepared by demented psychopaths military of
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S.R.I.Service Romanian Information and executed by Police of abusive decision in file
4310/314/2016, Court Suceava Romania in order to impose me the silence about the
mutilation of my daughter as a result of sexual assault ordered by these monsters, military
of S.R.I. My forced psychiatric hospitalization, object of file 6401/314/2016, Court
Suceava.The penal file 4101/P/2016 Parquet Suceava because I broke the abusive order
that interdict me the connections with my daughter.
Notes written on the admissibility of the complaint under Art. 341 of (2) penal procedure
romanian code
My name is Timofti Onoriu Valentin, I am romanian citizen, I am 52 years old and ID number
CNP 1640311335007.
In the book file special sections of Herve Villere on a court of war, a special section, founded in
1941 at the Court of Appeals of Paris, in Paris occupied military, one of the representatives of
the Public Ministry that court, Leon Guyenot future advocate general of France, said: "We are
representatives of state prosecutors. Justice Minister he may revoke at any moment. We are not
irremovable . In session indictment is made on behalf of the Attorney General, in fact on behalf
of the Minister of Justice. I am the son of a magistrate. My father said; The great criminals only
of death penalty are scared ".
Mr military judge I does not make a plea for the death penalty but I sustained that acts of
extreme gravity, falling under organized crime and terrorism criminalization, committed in
coauthorship and criminal participation of military employees of the Service Romanian of
Information S.R.I., , named such by Law 14/1992, facts and procedural qualities demonstrable
during the criminal trial, required the most drastic punishment: sentence to life imprisonment and
cancellation institution so called, S.R.I., and the recovery by the state from the guilty and
convicted of any amounts expended in achieving all the crime in this case by Security before
1989 and of the S.R.I. since December 22, 1989. As a result, Mr military judge, the justice of this
court Hearings military Court of Appeals is the complaint against the military Prosecutor act
within the Court of Appeals military , not to prosecute due to complaint and denunciation
submitted by letter Prioripost with nr.LD 7991261924 02 March 2015 presentation sent to the
Office Suceava 1, the legal basis is art. 340c.p.pen., Military prosecutors of the Military
Prosecutor at the Court of Appeal Military did not meet the necessary procedural act of issuing
ordinance that initiate the prosecution against the facts, which were required by art. 305 cppen.,
In relation to the contents of the complaint and denunciation submitted by letter dated
02.03.2015 Prioripost at, and possibly after checking their powers in respect of each material
facts of the case, the facts of each case territoriality and by the quality of people indicated that
perpetrators in every deed because, to issue ordinance waiver of the Prosecutor competent
jurisdiction under art. 58. 2 Criminal Procedure Code.

I have shown, I believe, with the means to inform available and the arguments contained in the
documents in this judicial folder, the involvements in the case, which are of nature of criminal
participation of US and Israel authorities and Services of Information of those states, and
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military forces of these states. It therefore raises the question of what justifies interest but illegal
persecution directed against me, to my exwife and, now, against my daughter and when they
began to be applied to weapons state terrorism.
Let me sir judge to sum up the facts, acts and events, including military issues since that event, I
believe, marked the debut: Ben Gurion's resignation on 16 June 1963, the head of the Israeli
Government. In an article by Yech Weitz, published in Middle Esstern Studies, at that time,
attached to this file, it is found that surprisingly act both for Israel and for the head of state
cabinet members. The terms used by the author to justify this act are a crucial event entered the
daily agenda of the Prime Minister of Israel.
On date 06/21/1963 is installed at the Vatican, Pope Paul VI succeeding Pope John XXII and
conditions of the substitutions must be reported on the same historical event that prompted the
resignation of Ben Gurion, the prime minister 16/06/1963 in the Israel, a country considered by
Christians, holy.
In an religious TV emission, a Christian US preacher, few years ago, when I had a lower
perspective on events, he said "Let us not believe those who say that in 1963 where opened the
heavens . " The events of human nature but also those considered natural , with explanations,
seem to contradict the assertion of the Christian pastor. Then, in June 1963 it was a natural
considered event but exceptionally, detected by observation systems, into the sky, above
Romania. Those localized events, but social and natural demonstrate an astonishing situation:
God exists and can be perceived rational and experimental and He is opposing to illegal and
immoral deeds and acts of socalled security services of the states.
Also that year, and you can check posteriority date against the date specified above, June 16,
1963, General Secretary of US Defense, Robert McNamara, in front of an Armed Services
Committee of the US House of Representatives, raise the issue and the question of security of
Europe and how the US must address this situation.
I quote: "Robert McNamara noted regarding Europe as a defense event when the first tactical
weapon will be used, the world will be thrown sent there an infinite unknown". Today the
answer is the existence and expansion of NATO quasigeneralized in European countries.
In an article from 1992, Illinois Congressman Paul Findley invoke American disagreements
between Prime Minister of Israel and President of USA JF Kennedy through his opposition
against Israel demands the carrying nuclear weapons, which are the true causes of the
assassination of president of US in November 22, 1963.
I note that between 1962 and 1965 was a quiet period, no civilian victims in the Israeli
Palestinian conflict, maintained in secret by state security forces led by MOSSAD.
It is the objective conclusion that Israel state began to follow, starting with 1963 other goal,
secret, on a global scale. Maybe that explains the nature of the theater of the conflict called „The
Six Day war”, which is, in fact, an occult understanding with Arab states ended with the aim of
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focusing victory of Israel and enable decision to substantiate the technology development and
industry Israeli military and funding financing.
Please allow me sir military judge, to point this brief exposition of events since 1963, with some
relevant moments religious, through connections that highlights the existence of Israel a state
that can not be detached, in general and principled from religious nature . And religious nature of
the events he reveals in context, does not, as impossible, the connection with the exceptional
natural events that can be associated with the divine will, to the extent that God exists, but this
reality is not proven until the present.
Thus, consecutive events reported, in January 1964 has been a historic meeting considered, after
the Great Schism of 1052 between the two Churches, Catholic and Orthodox. Meet in Jerusalem,
Pope Paul VI and Patriarch Athenagoras, the meeting place chosen exclude any option that it has
not been controlled by Mossad.
The two leaders of the Church, under the tutelage of Mossad, were understood in the public
exposed, obviously, to promote, continued, Christianity in separate ways, but keeping rituals and
status in every state and in society. But certainly, secret pacts have been established and, in the
interest of Mossad: keeping the status of Israel, the state of the so called "chosen people" and the
so called "holy places". Iytzak Shamir, president of Israel in 1989 was a historic year member of
Mossad in 1964, the date of the meeting of the two prelates in Jerusalem.
On March 27, 1964, nine months and two weeks after the date of resignation of the Prime
Minister Ben Gurion Israel, after that landmark event, but kept secret, occurs Great Alaska
earthquake, with an intensity over 9 on the Richter scale. Specified time, is the period required
for child birth from the date of conception plus, daring speculation, but facts can be
demonstrated in judicial framework, a period that was necessary for forces of so called 'security'
to identify the child. Of course, in a pejorative sense, as they wrote the history in other cases, the
security forces of power, in fact they themselves holding occult power, being able to eliminate it
at any time, through insidious methods, the official public representative of power, have had the
immediate interest to eliminate the child, because it has been identified as a danger potential for
the future existence of the state of these forces. This was the cause for which the security forces
decided, in secret, to eliminate the child even in March 1964, two weeks after his birth.
History circulated outside official history, reports that Gheorghiu Dej, general secretary of the
Communist Party in 1964, in fact the president of state, suffered from an incurable disease with a
rapid evolution during the year 1964, triggered as a result of a visit to Moskova. And as a result
of his death in 1965, it was installed by Security of state, through occult decision which was
founded on the secret of this child, in the most important position in the state of Romania, a
former military general, Nicolae Ceausescu.
Thus in the mid 1960s, the existence of the child in Romania, targeted, was known, in principle,
in secret, of a limited number of people, the security forces and the heads of state of Romania,
USA, URSS, Israel and two "heads" of Orthodox and Catholic Christian church and their small
entourage. Only Ceausescu, however, and few leaders of Security of state knew the identity of
the child, his family and its place where he lived. And, latter, the members of his family were
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recruited by Security, under threat of murder, in order not to reveal the secret but also to execute
the orders of persecution by the Securitate over the child.
On this secret, of the child targeted by state security forces, was developed so called the
„independence” of Ceausescu during that time. Thus, the U.S.S.R., which assumes, by law,
through the Treaty of Warsaw and in fact, through the KGB supremacy in so called socialist
countries at that time, in 1968, to inquire the secrecy of Ceausescu, qualified as a state secret, in
the importance, the identity of the child, devises a stratagem: creating a outbreak of
independence into a socialist state and is elected the leader of Czechoslovakia, Dubcek.
This setup had another target: after the entering of the armed forces of the USSR in Prague
would follow the same strong entry in Romania, the real target. Security and Ceausescu were
informed and understood this scenario and had every incentive to make it public, to defend their
power but, of course, the term is a pejorative term, have not communicated anything to the
public, to society, to citizens about the secrecy targeted by the armed forces of the USSR.
And in order to defend the power and the secret that was based this power, Security and
Ceausescu had killed a child of four years in 1968, the same age as mine, so his birth was in
1964, and the case was made public in May 1968 under the name "the murderer of Eugen child"
and was found guilty and sentenced to death a tool of the Securitate, as they call it, actually,
"tenderly", the Romanian Service of Information, "a secret human source of SRI"
Of course, in a pejorative sense, public does not know whether the execution sentence to death
was also undertaken, as was announced in the press. And this odious process of assassination of
children for purposes of individual and public threat, was taken and put into execution by „secret
human sources” of the Service Romanian of Information SRI, and was murdered a child name
Ionut in a park in Bucharest, in September 2013 and immediately after the murder, and provoked
the dogs to devour the body of the child.
These are the themes for study, of the theory and practice of the threat, at the so called National
Academy for Information. On September 19, 2013 was held the hearing in the District Court
Suceava 4880/314/2013 judicial file, setting the exercise of parental authority over my daughter,
Arina Gabriela Timofti and Service Romanian of Information kept me threaten and induce fear
me, in order I care what to speak in public, in front of judges.
Returning, this assassination of child Eugen, born in 1964, was intended, unexposed public but
known by KGB, to show to leaders of the USSR that, as to preserve their power, Security and
general Ceausescu, are able to kill any child, including child targeted by security forces. And the
goal of public potential act of the coming troops USSR in Romania, in August 1968, was
presented to the public and operated as such, at the „great” public meeting in August 1968 held
by Ceausescu at the „famous” public discours from the balcony of Central Committe of
Romanian Communiste Party in Bucharest.
And a personal element, I remember when, in August 1968, and can not be another occasion,
explaining such the relative exact date, my father, whom I loved then, took me in his office
located opposite of the Central Market in Suceava, above the so called then, Hall of meat, he was
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then chief of staff at T.A.P.L, a state company that deals with managing restaurants and
confectioneries, and showed me in a trunk metal enclosed lock, firearms, rifles as I called it then.
Returning, USSR as a result of those events exposed, in 1968, and certainly others events that I
do not know, has dropped the plan for the occupation of Bucharest, initiated by staging "the
Prague Spring". And Dubceck leader was assassinated by Czech security forces, in 1992, that
staged accident, to reduce the risk of finding out the truth.
The events of 1968, which showed him as a hero Ceausescu against so called capitalist states,
had major effects for a while. All security services and leading of all European countries, but not
exclusively, learned, through the secret pathways, the existence of Ceausescu's state secrets, but
not the identity of the child concerned. 1968 is also the year in which dramatic events occurring
in the US, substantiated military.
It is the year in which reactions take place, publicly, against the war waged by forces of the US
military in Vietnam but also it is the year of the tragic deaths through assassination of social
leaders Martin Luther King and Senator Robert Kennedy, candidate for the US presidency in that
year, Democratic Party, brother of president John F. Kennedy, assassinated by C.I.A. and
MOSSAD, due to opposition of US president to equipping Israel with nuclear weapons.
Of course, once arrived at the US presidency, Robert Kennedy had the legal means to be aware
of important secrets of the CIA, including MOSSAD involvement in the assassination of his
brother and he could make them public. This is, in my opinion, reasoned thus, in this case, the
judiciary file 9/81/2016 at Military Court of Appeals Romania, the reasons of killings of leaders
and I quote the public prosecutor Jim Garrison assertions, that represented then in these cases, in
1968, the state authorities of the US, about the link between the assassinations of JF Kennedy,
Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King . Those assertions are quotated from the book "Do you
know what time the sun goes down, Mr. General", the author is V. P. Borovička.
The consequence of these politico military events, in 1968, at state and interstate levels,
performed according the orchestration of the security services of the states involved, is the
election of President Nixon as US president, that have promoted in the position of Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger, represented the Israel's interests. One of the first visits of US President as
head of state is in Romania, held between August 1 and August 3, 1969,.
In the US publication „National Archives „ of U.S., the "presidential material" NSC Files Box
702 and 1023, qualified at their date of issue "Top Secret Sensitive Eyes Only" by the US official
Sonnenfeldt, published on the Internet nowadays, are included the following comments, that in
personal translation is: "the president said he will meet when President Ceausescu and wants to
see him alone, face to face, accompanied only by Mr. Kissinger.
The president added that our ambassador (of the USA in Romania) will not participate in this
discussion. The president also said that the discussion will not be logged and nothing will "leak"
of this ". Are transparented, thus, the main topic of discussion, the official but secret, of
representatives of the three states involved in major interests of the state, political, military,
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economic but also by reference to the subject of the discussion of the relationship between social
and so called capitalist system and the so called socialist system,: Romania, USA and Israel.
There has been, of course, the problem of vision of Ceausescu over the fate of the child targeted
by the security services of the states, and certainly, the question of communication in secret the
data of its identification in order to monitor and control him through technological, social and
psychological. And certainly the conclusion of the three, so called, state leaders was the
necessity of social annihilation, with long term vision, of the child targeted by security forces in
order to remove the "risk" of becoming it as human, as adult.
As they evolved over time related events, Ceausescu did not disclose the data of identification of
the child, seeking to "exploit" this secret in negotiations, in order to preserve personal power and
of Security, including by obtaining privileged conditions of economic and financial contracts
with developing countries, even in terms of keeping the status of a member of the Warsaw
Treaty Military.
In the same politico military economic and social context is relevant and the visit of French
President Charles de Gaulle in Romania in 1968, in May, but also the riots of students in Paris, at
the same calendar date, which now appear, from this perspective, as being organized, occult, by
security services of France, which threatened him thus, the head of the French state, that will not
allow that their interests to be affected by the outcome of the meeting of president de Gaulle with
Ceausescu, including on the child's identity and the meaning of his birth in Romania, a country
considered "socialist".
Moreover, the interest of France was a major at the time, on this subject. In the same National
Archives of the United States, the same official US, Sonnenfeldt, recorded at that time, the talks
of President de Gaulle with representatives of the US authorities with the subject the visit of
President Nixon in Romania in 1969, immediately after its unfolding.
That policy of Ceausescu and of the Securitate to keep the secret state of child's identity, targeted
by security forces of the states, as the element of advantage in economic negotiations with
developed countries, including the takeover of technology industries, but also in negotiations
with financial institutions had results several years after 1968, but they began to fail since 1972,
develloped Western countries adopting another solution to find Ceausescu's secret: economic
pressure.
During late 1972 it is approximately the outbreak of the food crisis in Romania. It is also the
period when he decided to apply the measures of personality cult, understanding that an eventual
revealing of the secrecy would be the beginning of the end of his statute of head of state.
Becomes explainable, by real causes, the Ceausescu's visit to the Vatican and meeting with Pope
Paul VI, who knew, as a principle, the secret Ceausescu, from the date of the meeting with the
patriarch Greek, Athenagoras's in Jerusalem, in January 1964: the baby conceived in June 1963
that caused the serious and the monstrous Israeli decision to equip itself with nuclear weapons
state with justification of defense the state and the people.
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The existence of this child is constituted as a danger to the false status of the people of Israel as
the "chosen people" in consideration of an historical mystifications: that Jesus was the Messiah.
In public expression of meanings of meeting in 1973, Ceausescu's visit to the Vatican was meant
to regulate the situation of properties roman catholic in Romania, but the events recounted above,
accompanied by explanations and those reported further, creates a presumption that can be
confirmed by eyewitnesses or persons that detains public secret in the state that have experienced
since then or successors representatives of Securitate and of the papacy and the security services
of the states involved: Ceausescu went to the Vatican with the proposal of physical elimination
of the child, until then only targeted by persecution, in exchange for his support and of security
and maintaining the so called socialist regime in Romania by economically developed countries,
including through economic means. This odious plan did not work, however. In Romania, from
the perspective of 1973 year, no longer been no earthquake after 1959. In August 1973, however,
was registered a relatively high intensity earthquake in Romania. In the same logic, after the big
earthquake in Alaska in March 1964 which aimed to prevent the first attempt of the elimination
of the child, due to the earthquake in August 1973 was prevented the new attack planned by
Ceausescu and Security.
Israel state, being aware about that plane odious of an assassination of the child in Romania,
including targeted by MOSSAD as a potential threat to the state by undermining its foundations
of religious nature, reacted immediately after the failure and the abandonment of the elimination
attempt. He planned and directed by the CIA , publicly recognized, Yom Kippur War, meant to
glorify again, Israel's military power. Anwar el Sadat, then President of Egypt, which has
involved the armed forces in the setup, was assassinated later in 1981 by own security forces
during that public gatherings in Cairo, to be silenced definitively, and as a public gesture of
threat of representatives of all Arab states involved in the setup.
That same year, 1973 is the triggering of the oil crisis in Arab countries, and may be related to
the involvement of Israel by Mossad, in the planned attempt of elimination that targeted the child
in Romania. Subsequent decisions of Ceausescu after the earthquake of 1973 which confirmed
for the second time, the religious nature foundation of the secrets are revealed by his acts and
deeds: strengthening personal power by establishing the state position of President of Romania,
which has assumed, the child's identity secrecy targeted by security forces and continuing
persecution in the most insidious forms in and on them i will come back, relatively briefly,
indicating the persons involved.
In 1975 the security conference that takes place in Helsinki, leaders of the countries involved,
seeking a new status quo, against the political and military consequences of the new challenges
of a religious nature. Ceausescu marked invited at the Conference on the basis of this secret has
obtained the principle of "noninterference in the internal affairs of another state," which him
invoked often, thinking that he can manage internally the social annihilation of the child targeted
by the security forces then at pre adolescent age.
I do not known all causes and multiple determinations but is acceptable the hypothese of
intervention, through diplomatic channel or through security services or military, the new
political power in the USA, Jimmy Carter, a devout Christian practitioner, and the new
leadership of the CIA, at the beginning of 1977, have promised Ceausescu an economic support,
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in exchange of the odious fact of assasination of the adolescent concerned. Thus Ceausescu and
the Securitate decided to risk and to plan and execute a new plan to physical eliminate the
adolescent concerned, but relieving from General Ceausecu any liability for assassination by
Security through insidiously means, a teenager in Romania and the possible consequences of an
earthquake of intensity of the earthquake in August 1973.
General Ceausescu, President of Romania at the time, proved his cowardice and ugliness of
character, capable of any indignity to preserve his power and the power of Securitate. The
teenager confirmed, without having this intention, because it didn;t knew that is targeted by
security, through a general attitude conscientious, fair, modest, at school and in the group of
acquaintances, without excelling in a particular field, but getting good results , the assumptions
of the security services and had to be eliminate. Ceausescu has planned an official visit over
three weeks in March 1977 in several countries in Africa, while the odious plan had to be
implemented. Only, the natural event estimated to happen then, in 1977, by security forces, the
earthquake, occurred, but the intensity was violence, over 7 degree on the Richter scale and the
effects were tragic, have produced over 1000 dead and many buildings have collapsed, the most
affected localities where Bucharest Zimnicea.
The Security plan, the assassination of the teenager targeted, has been abandoned and has
stopped the visit abroad of Ceausescu and he had to return. And one of the first decision taken,
then, in March 1977, it was to replace Patriarch of so called „Romanian Orthodox Church”,
Justinian Marina, died, as official information, on 26 March 1977 , with lustin Moisescu, in june
1977, decision which founded more the presumption, assumed conscious, of the religious
character of the cause of the earthquake in 4 March 1977 in Romania, but not exposed to the
public and considered a state secret, even more that Romania, a so called „socialist state” was
considered, officially, atheist.
The earthquake confirmed, again, to security forces and state leaders knowingly, the reality of all
rational evaluation results: the manifestation of God's will through natural phenomena,
perceptible through direct observation. This extraordinary fact must not, at any price, made
public because it would overturn false values, but assumed as fundamental by billion people:
Christianity, faith in the Quran, Oriental Asian religious spirituality.
God can be perceived directly, empirical and rational and Jesus was not resurrected, was not
raised and is not the Messiah, awaited by the entire humanity and the "Saving" is not in heaven
but here on Earth. This fundamental truth for humanity, must not, in the conception of security
forces, made public because it is estimated that people's reactions will become uncontrollable
and certainly their occult power will be lost forever and the criminalization and punishment of
the perpetrators of the horrors perpetrated by services of security of the states will be drastic,
extreme, here on earth and not in hell.
The capitalist system itself, the one that ensures the relative prosperity of the citizens was
endangered, the association of Divinity with Romania, a country considered socialist, through
that baby born in March 1964, in March 1977 at the age of early adolescence, being considered a
threat to national security of every developed capitalist state.
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Violent reaction of security agencies of the states with major involvement in the case occurred
immediately about history. Mossad and German security services watched, by reference to the
significance of the facts narrated, to produce an impact on public opinion, staging a hostage
situation that took into account, from the beginning, the death of two people: Hanns Martin
Schleyer, president Confederation of German employers' associations and a leader, as a terrorist,
who was in prison, whose murder in prison by security forces was publicly declared suicide after
classical method, became awkward, but tragic.
A Lufthansa plane was hijacked by a set up, with 91 people on board, ofiicialy being indicating
the identity of the terrorists, part of framed: the Palestinians. And the staging have included
Palestinians but the origins and causes of this staging are, in my opinion, the above. The staging
have predicted and special forces intervention, called GSG9, at the airport in Mogadishu, at the
order of Helmuth Schmidt, German Chancellor accomplice to setup, intervention that freed all
the hostages, without victims.
And that exchange of hostages and prisoners, part of framed, never took place, revealing, falsely,
the strength of character of the German leader. The despicable and abject purpose, as any
purpose of any staged of security forces, without exception, had at least two objectives: 1.
change the public attitude toward considered, by a questionable evaluation, the most prevalent,
an alleged anti Semitic sentiment in public opinion German citizens, reminiscent of the second
world war, by moving the resentment to Palestinian cause, being targeted the permanent state of
belligerence between the two social entities: Palestinian and Israeli maintained by security forces
of the state. 2. The threat of generalized social entities type union leaders as symbolic elements
of options and socialist tendencies.
The situation of agitation of security services of states, so called, capitalist, developed, is
amplified at the beginning of 1978, the new social perspective, of the nature religious, confirmed
by the earthquake in Romania in 1977 threatened status, occult, of the absolute power exercised
by the security services of the states. Aldo Moro case by gravity and the real causes and
perpetrators of the assassination, and through its significance, confirms previous assertions.
In 2005 Giovani Gallion, former deputy secretary of the Christian Democratic Party, said in a
discussion with Aldo Moro, that he said he knew about the infiltration in the organization
Brigatte Rossi of the agents of agencies of information of Israel and the US. In Aldo Moro
Murder Case book, by Richard Drake, 1995, are included comments: Pieczenik US negotiator
highlighting the agencies of information involvement in the case, including of the Vatican and
Propaganda due.
He says during the crisis, "it is possible to sacrifice the hostage to preserve the stability of the
Italian" The truth must not to be said. And the cause of that terrorist act of the services of
information was to block the attempt of Aldo Moro to bring the Communist Party to power in
Italy. It was the fear of the security services against the possible change of social mentality and
as such terrorist act of murder of the political leader of the Italian Communist had and the
significance of the threat against every leading leftist party in capitalist states with traditions of
this nature, that security services of state will not accept this paradigm shift, that they could not
control and preventing except through violent acts of terrorism.
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On this background of violence, pressure on Ceausescu to communicate the secret of adolescent
identity of 14 years targeted by the security services of several countries, increases. In May 1978
the US Ceausescu makes official visit at the invitation of Jimmy Carter and motivations,
unexposed public, was his secret since his appointment, at the decision of Security. Ceausescu
intractable but Ioan Mihai Pacepa, general in Directorate of external services of information,
collaborator of Ceausescu, accompanied him on that visit, and he knows his secret, reports in his
book "Red Horizons" that, at the return date from US, he splits from group for some time, and he
reassociate to the group in the last moment. It was the occasion to contact the CIA to verify its
status sure in US if it decides to divulge the secret. In June 1978, he is sent on a mission in
Germany, most likely to prepare Ceausescu's visit and meeting with Chancellor Helmuth
Schmidt. But General Pacepa took another decision that did not communicate to anyone in
Romania.
In his book published later in 1987, in the USA, "Red Horizon", general Pacepa is putting his
thoughts on that plane, in that flight Bucharest to Frankfurt: „his daughter and "Christ crucified"
The General carried the secret that initiate and forge the power of Ceausescu. After landing at
Frankfurt Airport, General Pacepa seek asylum in USA, which he obtains, being transported by
military plane. General Pacepa disclosed to the, so called Central Intelligence Agency of the
USA – CIA, the identity and location data of the child born in Romania in March 1964, that have
put the security services of the states face to face with the truth: God exists, is manifested by
natural phenomena, has access to our consciousness, can be perceived rational and by
experimental means, and opposes to the facts of extreme gravity of the state security services,
committed against humanity.
Ceausescu's reaction was of extreme anger and took the decision to change, quasi total, the
system of Securitate. In same year, after the asylum of Pacepa, Ceausescu made visits, invited, in
the Federal Republic of Germany, meeting with Helmuth Schmidt, in the UK, meeting with
queen Elizabeth II, and in the USSR, meeting Leonid Brezhnev in an unconventional place, in
Crimea. Ceausescu question is whether, faced with "Pacepa's betrayal," have revealed that state
secret himself to other leaders who met in 1978. He face the risk that CIA to use his secret,
exclusively and only in its own interest, by making a coallition of military and security forces
against Ceausescu, that was hold a secret that it was not a secret anymore and that hold an
information that no longer do any good, but that could only bring to him detriment.
As such, I believe that Ceausescu have communicate himself to those leaders who met with, the
identification and location of the child born in 1964 in Romania, and that have then, in 1978, 14
years. The courteous way, giving him the full honors of the state, which was received by heads
of states specified, support this hypothesis. These important leaders of several large countries
had, in turn, no interest to destabilize themselves the social situation of their countries, telling the
truth.
Furthermore, the information could be checked and confirmed by specific studies of natural
phenomena, by using advanced technological means. Decision of CIA, Mossad and of other state
security services concerned was quick: the person that the security services of so called capitalist
state thought to be a potential threat to its own occult power, can destabilize the status quo
socially, supported by heavy borrowing and speculative financial operations, had annihilated.
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This potential danger was supported in turn by the will of God, and came, had social origins in a
communist state and was considered a major risk, being in discussion a potential specific
intellectual leftist formation, thus expressing things very simple.
The developed states, by heads of state and services of information, began to take protective
measures, including military but also economic, financial, and psychosocial. Thus, has followed
the reactions of services of information of states, faces by the reality of Ceausecu; s secret:
France "La Grande Arche de la Défense", USSR war in Afghanistan began in 1979, Iran Iraq war
begining in 1980, US CIA staging of taking hostages at the US embassy in Tehran in 1979,
followed by the installation of an actor as president, Ronald Regan, who was able to execute
compelling public role established step by step CIA.
CIA and Mossad plan was the result of one of the most important decisions of the last century:
the abolition of so called socialist system in Europe. The plan included all the political, military,
social, religious, economic, psychological, informational, educational, trade union domains but,
also, all infractional methods available: murder, terrorist attacks, crimes against humanity, the
illicit financial operations of large scale , the unfair competition and manipulation of secrets,
including economic and military secrets, the threat individually and globally.
The plan had and the major advantage of very low living standards of so called socialist system
and total seclusion, lack of real and honest communication, the false values. The major
differences between two systems were not, however, in my opinion, the result of lower
capitalization of state property but the paternalistic mentality and the result of not assuming, in
fact, humanistic values and the rule of law. Regarding the „speaking, public, the truth”, human
value without which there can not be found a state law, is not any difference between the two
systems, capitalist and socialist communist, in fact, both, occult and insidious dictatorship of the
so called information services.
The occult power exercise by paramilitary security services in every state excludes public
utterance of the truth, but this reality, known more and more at all social levels, tends to push
outside the limits of public tolerance.
Thus, the first step was the religious approach. CIA and Mossad secretly installing a pope of the
Catholic Church from the socialist system. That is why has been the election of Pope John Paul
II, of Polish origin, but after at least an assassination committed by the security services
subordinate to the CIA and Mossad, at Vatican, over his predecessor, Pope John Paul I, whose
pontificate was ended abruptly after a period of 33 days, with its suspicious death, how it was
publicly announced.

This proves the profound immorality of the former Pope John Paul II, who knew his
predecessor's assassination and its reasons and, also, hnews the reasons of his enthronement in
pontifical seat; the mystification to identify Jesus as the Messiah by the services of information
of so called capitalist states in order to sustain, social and psychological, to remove the political
regimes in so called socialist and communist states, through the Church. And in order to have a
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correspondence in real life, in everyday activity, it was imposed in Poland, a country that was
beginning of tear crime scene, by security services, the union leader Lech Walesa.
Having established a base of social mass influence, the next step of the CIA and Mossad
in fulfilling this objective occult, was the attack was against the leader of opposed part: the
service of information of the USSR, the dreaded KGB. Of course there were many
considerations thrown in the „game”, most of which are unknown, but it is almost certain that the
inheritances from numerous top Communist Party of the USSR, in the early 80s, is the result of
the assasinations.
Decisive step is the installation of Mikhail Gorbachev in the general secretary of the
Communist Party of the USSR, begining with the speech dated 11.03.1985, the same calendar
date. It were reached, as was planned by security services, the decisive events of 1989, the
removal by force and murder of Ceausescu, the main target of these events, because it was
considered the only state leader who had evidence on the real causes of destructuring system
socialist and was willing to use them through public communication, to preserve his power.
It is concerned that continuous references of Ceausescu, during that masquerades process
in which he was sentenced to death by a military court in Targoviste Military Unit building, on
25.12.1989, about his liability and his speech in front of the Grand National Assembly of
Romania . It was the clear sign that the true masters of the world, the CIA and Mossad,
paramilitary units of organized crime and terrorism, and the security services of the states, all,
without exception, are fully convinced that Jesus was not the Messiah and that the symbol of his
birth day it is a historical falsification, which know, in secret, all priests Christians, regardless of
confesion, masking the truth in what they call the sacraments secrets of the Church.
It are reveals so the real reasons for sending, by Ceausescu, the, so called, patriarch of Romanian
Orthodox Church, Teoctist Arapasu in January 1989, at the Vatican for a meeting with Pope
John Paul. It was one of the last chances to negotiate to keep the power by Ceausescu, the
guarantees to support the Church and the falseness of all its rituals, so called Christian. This
subterfuge of General Ceausescu, the n th, the maintenance in ignorance and oppressing all
honest citizens of a state, not kept as not kept the last attempt to negotiate with the ruthless
masters of the world in the space theater of CIA, the enemy invented in the Arab world: Iran,
where Ceausescu traveled in 15 to 17 December 1989, to not be put into liability about military
killings in December 1989 at Timisoara.
It was the same coward stratagem applied in March 1977 that was interrupted by the
devastating earthquake. These are truths that Security, subordinated starting with 1989 to new
oppressors, cruel and occult masters of the world, the CIA and Mossad, want to hide from public
knowledge by installing illegal its executants Ion Iliescu and Petre Roman at the head of a state
body through C.F.S.N., by killing the military judge of the court which sentenced Ceausescu,
Gica Popa, to stop, forever, to comment on the truth and taking over the real power in the state,
the occult, criminal organisation Service Romanian of Information S.R.I., after staging the
violence events in Targu Mures, in March 1990, staging, also, embarrassing event „Berevoiesti,”
real documents considered secrets of states being well storage, producing terrorist act of the
crash of civil airplane Bucharest Brussels, in order to warn the security services of other states
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that S.R.I. „assumes” the persecutions and annihilation of the person in Romania, person targeted
since his birth year, 1964. In 1989, at the date of these events conducted, ocult, by the CIA and
Mossad to takeover of power in so called socialist countries at that time, President Iitzak Shamir
was Israel's former Mossad agent in 1964 and US President George Bush senior was former CIA
director until March 1977.

The criminal trial may start as I have argued, from the adoption by the military court of the
decision provided by Article 341 of the. 6 letter b) c.p.pen, in its most drastic, triggering
triggering criminal proceedings, making the obligation essential to establish the truth and the
criminalization of perpetrators, followed by their conviction, the appeal court of cooperation
court in criminal matters

1. criminalization legally perpetrators military terrorist attacks on 11.09.2001 in
U.S .. I filed Interior Ministry statement 31 541 / 10.29.2015, attached the evident situation, with
a degree of satisfiability to certainty, in custody of authorities in U.S. , The Romanian citizen
Mihai Christodorescu, former professor of computer science at the University of Wisconsin,
USA, in criminal with the author's criminal attacks that has taken control by satellites, Boeing,
civil, turning them into weapons, and pointing them up by two towers "Twin" in New York on
11.09.2001, Shai Rubin, a citizen of Israel, a professor at the same university in 2001, whose CV
is included in the notes under Article 244 of (2) civil procedure code in the file 1653/2/2015.
Brought before the Court of Appeal, in case 3216/2/2015, and appended to this file. It reveals,
essentially, and specific training military I.D.F., author criminal acts incriminated infraction
against humanity

1967 is the year SIX DAY WAR, and the starting point of reform industry specific: Israel's
Aerorspace and Defence Industry. Private companies in Israel, supported by state orders were
imposed on the market for military equipment, collaborating including Boeing, major producer
both on the commercial aviation, and market warplanes F16 Fighting Falcon and C130 Hercules
but recorded it as the largest manufacturer of satellites in the world. Israel Air Force was built
Israel Aerospace Industry, which manufactures both planes especially dedicated support for
satellites, aircraft type business but also socalled unmanned aerial systems. Industry specific
Israeli military supply components and subsystems for the largest manufacturers of aircraft and
aircraft engines: Boeing, Lockheed Martin, Gulfstream, Pratt & Whitney, General Electric.
Profile companies Israel provides development services, engineering including, simulation,
testing well advanced systems to control unmanned ground vehicles, aircraft and nave being
judged 'most advanced unmanned aerial ground and naval system ". Israel is one of seven states
that have in use satellites and their arrogance, I say a selfishness and pride, state, anachronistic
circumscribed by socalled concept of "secret economic" and "national security" merit technical
capability of develop, produce, and operate their own satellites, including communications,
scientific data but also monitoring and holding, now, the new satellites in operation.
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Other companies also provide parts, equipment and systems are a highlight by reference
and scope of this argumentation: "Elbit systems", producing Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and
surveillance systems intelligence and reconnaissance ISR Intelligence Surveillance and
Reconnaissance company " Galil software "and the company" Bedek Aviation Group "and"
RAFAEL " armament Development Authority. In this area technological and human resources
that the military can restore plan, preparation and execution of the order military, terrorist attacks
on 11.09.2001 took the upper level of the military leadership, armedM.O.S.S.A.D., C.I.A.,
I.D.F., and Pentagon.
It is in a logic systems that such a military operation complex and considered "top
secret" while publicly they were for "bullshit" was inevitably exposed knowledge at different
levels of the Pentagon and not all employees structure of the US military had the mentality
acceptance of such act of extreme violence against civilians. As a result, the plan assassin
watched infusing leadership Pentagon prominent members lobby state of Israel, involvement
Pentagon executing terrorist action causing civilian casualties and subsequently., Subjecting
employees Pentagon an act of threatening extreme. Hierarchical, criminal participation Pentagon
terrorist act from 11.09.2001, which, once revealed and probably would affect major negative to
destructuration, all human structure of the Pentagon and the threat of engineering, physics,
showing them the vulnerability are three acts premeditated to impose silence. As a result, this
explains the collapse of the third civilian plane Boeing without hitting any target in that it was
the target of a missile attack Air Force. And general threats to employees Pentagon was
committed by the same attack software satellite taking over the control of the fourth Boeing and
conducting his it to the Pentagon . Pentagon leaders subordinated to Israel at that time, the stake
criminal terrorist acts from 11.09.2001 are Richard Perle, chairman of the Pentagon Defence
Douglas Feith, secretary of defence and Policy adviser at the Pentagon, Edward Luttwak, a
member of National Security, Dov Zakheim, Pentagon comptroler director financial .Are also
instigators and coordinators of the terrorist attacks of 11.09.2001: Ephraim Halevi, director of
MOSSAD 1998 2002 general Dan Haluza, commander of the Air Force from 2000 to 2004,
Michael Herzog, planning director IDF, 19982001 general Shaul Mofaz, chief of general staff
IDF 1998 to 2002. And these acts were planned and executed by criminal participation of Prime
Minister of Israel Ariel Sharon.
2. counsel informed the Court that the objective supremacy of military power occult, so
immoral and illegal, the services of information of Israel and the US expressed, in connection
with this case, and I expose partly presumption by two nuclear attacks on submarines guided
missiles, socalled SSGN guided missile submarines. Disasters human and nature of the data of
December 27, 2004 and March 11, 2011 are the result of nuclear attack submarines in the
Pacific. The recent appointment of Admiral John W ,. Tammen as commander of the Group of
Submarine no. 9 based Kitsap, at a time when, including communications my email on this
serious situations a case with international implications, had the potential to cause the
perpetrators of the attacks to take preventive measures of defense against a possible prosecutions
judicial, leads to the necessity of investigating the act take command of the submarine USS
Georgia by commander John W. Tammen the commander Christopher Ratliff on 11.08.2003.
Starting from 30.10.2003 the submarine USS Georgia is included in class submarines that were
to undergo conversion Technical and be included in the category of Strategic Weapons Facility
Pacific SWFPAC. In the same period an event occurs skilled in the area of events the nature of
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accidents military rocket type Trident, the submarine has a trajectory wrong and hit a target civil.
The incident is of a kind "traditional" intelligence, in this case the CIA following the removal of
a commander who was not recruited for the next military mission of utmost seriousness: a
nuclear attack in order threat all the authorities authorities include military , services of
information have the ability to make use of the most dangerous weapons in order to keep power
occult. Thus the Washington Post, is published on 11.03.2004, the date of the terrorist attacks in
Madrid, an article about the incident dated 07.11.2003 which involved a submarine and, as a
result, commander SWFPAC is replaced on 24.11 2004. on 20 December 2004 commander JW
Tammen submarine USS Georgia having the capacity to launch nuclear missiles, encoded
SSBN728, seven days before launching the attack that hit in particular, and serious, Indonesia
and Banda Aceh, it is replaced by commander Rodney E Hutton. On 11.08. 2004 was born my
daughter Arina Gabriel Timofti and my exwife, Doinita Timofti, following an in vitro performed
at the clinic Giulesti in Bucharest in February 2004, according to which I referred earlier. The
result Genetically was not at chased by the services of information have compelled those doctors
outstanding act of genetic manipulation and, as a result, on 27.12.2004, my daughter was
baptized at the Church of Saint George of Suceava, then believing in these rituals socalled
"Christian". In my opinion, based on the above, the disaster tsunami 27.12.2004 Pacific was the
result of this nuclear attack caused by a nuclear missile launched from the submarine Georgia
SSBN 728, under the command of Rodney E Hutton, the attack was committed in order
assassinate the leaders of the Pentagon at the time, infiltrated the State of Israel, and executed as
a result of acts occult and illegal MOSSAD, IDF, CIA And Pentagon. The new commander of
the Group of submarines 9 Admiral JW Tammen, Bangor Washington, which was part
submarine Georgia, of which launched nuclear attack has certainly information but also
involvement in this case serious attack nuclear war and must testify before the International
criminal Court.
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